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By D. 1\f, FLYNN .
ploy on his part to get public
LOBO A.sst. N~ws Edlt~r ·
sympathy~ which he did for a
Former Albuquerque .Public perioci'bf time," German said.
.
Schools Superintendent Ernest· · Stapleton denied that he tried to ·
Stapleton. was hire~ by UNM '.'~a get public sympathy, but said that.
direct resJ.dt of ·hu~ )ong-stiln~hng he· had been Gov. J\po.daca's
relationship with Gov • · Jer,:y superior while he was prjncipal of ·
Apodaca,'' Larry German,.· .a Valley High School and .Apodaca
member of tb~ Board of Education was an· assistant football· coach
. charged Thursday. . ~ .
•' · there.
·
·
.
. The .Board of EducatiOn voted ·. German said, in the case. of .
four to one not _to rer:t~w ..Stapleton's appointment as UNM's
,. Stapleton's contract ,with the City· liason to the state's public school
which expired July 1. St.apleton system, "The· governor elected to
resigned from is post. effective. July hire an old friend;'' German added
1.
that this was not uncommon amf ·
Stap.leton was hired ear!ier tbis .. · referred to the adage; "To ·the
month to serve as a special. ~on- victor go the spoils.''
sultant to UNM prov,~st McAllister
·In regard. to Stapleton's loss of
Hull and as. a l~cturer In t_he College. his former job, "They elected to
of Education s education~ ad- have a change in the superin•
ministration dept. ·
tendency." Stapleton was out of
"His. decision to resign was a town at the time of the board's·
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Ernest Stapleton .

Friday, _September 23. 1977
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decision. Wh. ~p. h.e. retur.·ned ,he. sa.t!.~~.. ~
.he felt it was· not~AMft6r '
him to comment. ;.. · · :
"I still feel the same way," he
said,
·Oerman said the board made its
decision based on Stapleton's
failure to enforce some of the
JlOiicies estabUshed by the board.
"There was rampant disrespect
· for the policies throughout the
system and he failed to enforce
them,"Oerman-said referring t.o the
" board's policies dealing with
discipline and attendance in the
city's public schools.
Stapleton was not prepared to
enforce the policies because, in
spite of his abilities as an educator, ·
the former superintendant was not
an administrator, German said.
"Just as _the Congress can
remove. a president so the Board
Education chose not to renew his
contract " German said.
UNM 'Provost Hull said he made
· the ·appointment on the ·basis of
recommendations made by his
(Hull's) colleagues, President
William E. Davis and David

In Choosing Tuition Stand
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dean of the College of
Education.
. .
Hull said he did not consult With
the governor on the matter, nor did
Apodaca · make any ' recommendations to have the univer$ity
hire Stapleton •.. "I don't usually.
clleck my appointments with the
governor, "Hull said:
Stapleton was hued by UNM
without a tal6nt search because his
appointment is temporary and "his
availability happened rather
suddenly,' 1 Hull said. Stapleton's
backround and ability indicated no
search was necessary, Hull said.
Before Stapleton's resignation he
was offered two other jobs in the
Albuquerque school system,
German said. He was offered.
another position in the public
schooJ·system .and the presidency of
the proposed community college.
·
.
Stapleto!l said there was some
speculation on the :possibility of his
heading the community college, but
t~at no actual o_ffers were. mad~
s1~ce the co~mu~Ity college IS. nonex1stant at th1s pomt.
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Jlf ROBERT R. LEE

propriations in question had
become law. The appropriations
LOBO Staff Writer
The ASUNM Senate is"$312.56 in totaling $11,029.48 were for the
deficit for this semester, ASUNM attorney general's salary, ATM
.
'·
Alex Fernandez told the Business Club, UNM Veterans
forts' at the 1978 New Mexico respondents felt the committee Treasurer
By TIM GALLAGHER
Senate Wednesday. Fernandez also Association, Black Student Union
Legislative session inSanta Fe.
LOBO Editor
should lobby for a proposed said only $3,350.44 remains
Of the 200 students polled, 79 per overpass at Yale and Lomas NE. available for next semester's senate (BS1)) and the Inter-Fraternity and
ASUNM's Lobby Committee
will probably urge state legislators cent said the committee should not No price was' listed for this project, appropriations as a result of the Panhellenic Councils (IFC-PC).
These bills, Williams said,
to vote against any tuition increase lobby for a proposed tuition in- but $175,000 has been estimated.
deficit spending. This ·is the fifth became law .without his signature
as a · result of a poll released crease. Garcia srud lie was surprised
The most overwhelming response week of the fall semester.
seven days after passage, as
Thursday, Lobby Committee by the high number of students who was an 85 per cent PQSitive answer
In addition, ASVNM President . provided by· the ASUNM ConCl1ainnan Ll!onard Garcia said., ' . rejected" any tuition. increase.· 1-Je 'to wtrothcr tlie ~bmmittee. should tom Williams said he will ask the
. stitution. Tbe:ATM, Veterans, BSU
"Apparently the students don't
lobby for increased state flUlding ASUNM Court Jor an injunction and IFC-PC bills were passed Aug.
feel that any tuition increase ·is fair
for the state universities.
enjoining certain organizations to 31, and the attorney general's salary
at this time," said Garcia in inA little more than two-thirds of which money has been appopriated Sept. 7.
·
Siudenr. n~spond to tuition the respondents wanted the ·from spending any ptore money.
terpreting the results of the poll. It
Williams
later
returned
to the
showed almost 80 per cent of the Increase.
committee to lobby for an 18• or 19However, there is some question meeting with Marshall, and he and
respondents did not want . !he
year-old drinking
age and the in the minds of
Willi.ams Marshall then argued that the 'bills
committee to lobby for a tu1t1on
decriminalization of marijuana. and
ASUNM Atty. Gen. Les causing the deficit were not law.
said if hikes in the neighborho,d of Garcia said he was "a little sut-· Marshall as to whether the aP..
increase.
The poll was c.ond~cted by. the $25 per semester being considered prised" that there wasn't more of a· propriation <bills that caused the Marshall said that because the
Senate had reconsidered and
ASUNM Office of ~esearch and now had been listed on the poll, positive response to .. th~se · deficit
are actually in effect.
amended these bills on Sept. 14,
Consumer Affairs (ORCA). ORCA there would have been more questio~s. On the drmkmg
At the beginning of the meeting, they were actually passed on Sept.
head Gene Vanlandingham said the negative votes.
.
lcant. on p•ga.tl Williams said
that the ap- 14.
About 45 per cent of the
poll was conducted last Friday and
Williams said he didn't know
Monday at five spots ar:ound the
that
four of the bills had been
campus. Vanlandingham said
passed
on Aug. 31 until Wednesday
respondenJs to the survey were
at
6 p.m., just prior to the Senate
picked by a scientific random
meeting.
method.
Williams said that he did not see
Garcia . said the poll was conall five bills until Sept. 8, and
ducted to help the Lobby Comassumed that they had all been
mittee determine its lob~ying efpassed Sept. 7 because traditional
procedure is that the president gets
bills from the senate secretary the
day after they are passed·. George
Coston, senate secretary, is new at
the job and did not know the
normal procedure, Williams said.
After getting _the bills on Sept. 8,
'\ Williams said he returned them to
Dr. Joseph Scalette has been
the Senate Jor reconsideration ·
appointed interim associate provost
because the Senate was Qverfor research and academic services
s~ending. At the meeting of Sept.
to replace D. Paul Silverman; it was
14, the Senate added an amendment
•
announced Thursday.
to the bills stipulating that each ·
Scaletti is chairman of .the
organization involved be allowed to
Microbiology department and will·spend only half of its appropriation
remain so during his interim
in this semester.
· position .. He~ is . coordin.~ting
On Friday, Sept.)6, Mike Roeder
director of Albed Health Sciences
of the New Mexico Union Business
and chairman of the Research
Office told Williams that, if these
Policy Committee for several years,
bills were .allowed to become law,
He said his job will be ·"Mainthe Senate appropriations fund
taining what has been going oil and
would be in deficit, Williams said.
learning'the problems of the office.
On Monday of this week, Williams
A search committee will be aptold the LOBO he would veto the
pointed somewhat later to appoint
. four bills he had not signed and
r
a permanent replacement."
would ask the Senate to reconsider
Scaletti said 'it is hard to predict
the BSU bill, which he had already
whether
will remain in the office
signed. .
. ·
. · .··. .· . ,
after the interim period. "l may
The Senate challenged Marshall s
stay if things work out with the
argument that the bills are not law,
searcb committee, depending on
and a heated debate ensued. Several
senators argued that amending a
what they find and what the
" .
po
bill already passed and allowed to
.
. · . t 10 cal palmistry pt~rlor on ·Lomas Was the object of a rather severe man cure
. · sition turns oll.t to be.• l co. uld be
This. hand
sign
a a
·
·
the replacement, but I don't have to · ....,..,. ,
·
be.'"
'
..... .,1

POll Aids Lobby Group
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Arms Accord to Expire

1

l

WASHINGTON
i, . (UPI)-Secretary of State Cyrus
o Vance said Thursday the United
~ States arid will allow the 1972 U.S.'" Soviet strategic arms ;tccord to
Ci expire Oct. 3, but will <tbide by the
.~ ' its provisions. as negotions continue
~ with Rus_sia.
::E
Vance said U.S. observance of
~ the p<tct' s provisions W!lS conz diti_onal on Ru<.sia similarly

Senate Announces
Unofficial· Winners

l

~~~~~

'l

I
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exercising restraint5·
The U.S. "unilateral statement,"
Vance made the ciisclosure in a informally extending the current
sy'United f>re51; Jn.rernational
letter to Sen. John Sparkman, · strategic arms pact, will be the
Chairman of the Senate Foreign subject of a hearing by the Senate
Relations Committee, l!_S he met Foreign Relations Committee
with Soviet Foreign Minister Monday. Chief U.S. arms.
WASHINGTON-Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismael Fahmi said
Andrei Gromyko in a new round of negotiator Paul Warnke will testify,
ThurdaY the United States and Egypt are discussing ways to bring the
talks on stategic arms limits.
committee aides, said.
Palestine Liberation Organization into the Geneva Conference and he
A,fter a first five-hour session,
The declaration states:
expected
they wquld suceed.
both ministers acknowledged to
· "In order to maintain the status
Fahmi said there has been a general agreement the Palestineans
reporters at the state Dept. the quo as the negotiations are beirig
should
take part in the conference He said, "When we say
search for a new Soviet-American completed, the United States
we always mean the PLO."
Palestinians,
strategic arms limitations lasting declares its intentions not to take
He
said
that
is one of the two remaining difficulties standing in the
New Mexico
through 1985 remains beset by any action inconsistent with , the
way
of
the
convening
of the conference. The other, he said, involves
DAILY LOBO
problems.
provisions of the interim agreement
how the Palestinians take part in the conference, either as a member
They agreed to meet again in the which expires Oct.3 ..• provided
Vol, 82 381400 No. 24
of another delegation or as a separate party.
late afternoon to discuss the Middle the Soviet Union exercises similar
'tl•e New MC%ico Dally Lob(j is published
East situation. Gromyko meets restraint."
Moilday through J;ridiay every regular week
President
Carter Friday morning.
Sen. Henry Jackson, D-Wash.,
of th~ University year and wecldy during the
.summer session by th~ .Board of Student
"The main (strategic arms) issues was reported by aides to be deeply
Publications o£ th~ Unlverslty llf New Me:dco,
MOSCOW-The Soviet press reported Thursday a strange, starremain unso_lved. Those are the concerned by what he considers to
al!d Is not financially ~moeJated wlth UNM.
like
ball of light was sighted over Petrozavodsk in Soviet Karelia early
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
issues we are addressing," Vance be the administrations effort~ "to
New Mexico 87131, Subscription rat4"' is
Tuesday,
"Spreading over it like a jellyfish" and showering down
'10,00 for the academic year.
said.
circumvent" a congressional
·
shafts
offlight.
The opinions expressed_ on the edltqrial
Gromyko added: "We waded perrogative to review arms
pages or The Dally Lobo a.re those or the
The
Soviet
news
agency
Tass
said
the
strange
light
was
seen over the
author solely. Unsigned oplnfon Is: that ohbe
into the stream and have not agreements. Sen Sam Nunn, D-Ga.,
editorial board of The_ Dally l.<lbo. Notliing
Soviet
city·
at
about
4
a.m.
Tuesday
(9
p.m. EDT
northwestern
emerged. There were a lot of rocks. was said also to be disturbed. ·
printed In The Dally Lobo net'e$S'ai'ily
the
same
time
a
similar
phenomenon
was
observed
Monday),
about
· repreentrthe vjews of th~ Unlversrty of New
When we will get out I cannot say. I
.Unresolved issues in the arms
Mexico.
over
neighboring
Finland.
urge patience. We want to see talks:
The news agency could offer no explanation for the sighting.
sucess in the talks."
"A huge star suddenly flashed out of a dark sky, sending shafts of
-The Soviet Union is trying to
light impulses to earth," Tass said.
restrain America's development of
air launched cruise missiles.
-The United States is trying to
restrain Soviet heavy missiles
equipped with multiple warheads.
-The United States wants WASHINGTON-The radioactive cloud from last week's Chinese
nuclear blast is crossing the United States. faster than expected, and
constraints on the deploymeht of
~ ~
'
larger
rain forecasts have raised the possibility of fallout in many
the Soviet backfire bomber.
eastern
states, officials said Thursday.
-No agreement has ·been
In western states already covered by the cloud, however, federal
reached on how to monitor
•
The folks who brought you ,
officials reported no signs of of unusual radioactivity reaching the
compliance with the any restraints
ground.
which might be placed on cruise
. . • The Renters Guide
The Environmental Protection Agency said a new forecast showed
E)e • The Child Care Guide
"'' missles.
the leading edge of the cloud blanketing the east coast from North
oL • The Market Basket Survey
~he 1972 "~nterim agreement"
Carolina to Canada by Thursday night, 24 hours than initially
·or •·Th B'rth
Control
Handbook
_..
hm1ted.
the Umted St~tes to 1,054
predicted.
1
..
e
I S
,
"'' strategic land-based m1ssles and 710
oL • The Cost Of Educat Q.n urvey
•
submarine launched missles.
J
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Tom Fisher and Elva Benson are
the unofficial winners of Wednesday's
ASUNM
election,
Elections Commission Chairperson
Tom Goodgame told the Senate
Wednesday evening.
Goodgame said the unofficial
vote totals were: Fisher, 135;
Benson, 123; and Betta Duncan,
122.

I

I,j

A total of 248 valid ballots were
cast, Goodgame said. (Each voter
could vote for two persons on each
ballot).
The election results will not be
c.ertified until Wednesday, to allow
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Radioactive Cloud Over U.S.
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<rwill give a $2 refund check to any student_..
IJewho does not wish to be a NMPIRG member""
• at the sus. Tf~KET OFFICE between 9 am ~:!
aJ. 5 pm begmnmg Mon., Sep~.. 19 Thru Fr1.""
.l)tSept. 30 UNM Student 10 Required
tfl

.~d..
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-PUEBLO,
.Col.o.
(UP I)-Hundreds of farmers rode
_.. caravans of tractors and trailers to
"'' talks with agriculture secretary Bob
Bergland Thursday, threatening to
strike if Congress fails to guarantee
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COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET l FORMATT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES I PICTURE FRAMING
2510CENTRALAYENUE, S.E. ALIUOUEROUE, N.M. 17101 • as-3733
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abreak-evenpriceforcrops.
The growers, we.aring straw cowboy
hats, boots and blue jeans, ralllied
at a fairgrounds 50 miles east of
Pueblo before converging on the
city. State police were called in to
control traffic.
Berglandsaidhewassympathetic
to farmers' complaints that market
prices don't match costs of raising
crops. But he said he doubts a strike
would prompt Congress to
reconsider farm legislation.
"This is an extremely complicated situation and I want to talk

l

gathered. ·
Beryl Tate, 47, a wheat farmer
from Walsh in southeast Colorado,
said the farmers would refuse to
growcropsiftheirdemandsweren't
met. He said growers weren't
worried about bank foreclosures.
"The bank can finance us for a
year of just Jiving cheaper than they
can with us farming," said Tate. "I
don't think Mr. Bergland can do
anything but we are going to let him
know we are here.''
Most of the farmers were from
Kansas, Colorado and Oklahoma.

~e~:;; ;~t~r!he~~~~in;e f:!dt~~ ha~~~;eis ~~t~~ngdig;~ul~~o~=·~~

United Campus ffilnlstty

Sponsorl!'d ~!I th• Dlsclpl•s of Christ, the- United Church of Christ,
the United methodist Church, c.nd th• United Presbyterian
Church In the USA.
-""

become law does not constitute
reconsidering and passing the whole
bill again. '
In response to a question,
Mar ' "II told the senate that it
couk :>verturn legislation it had
passed by majority vote of senators
present, with the approval of the
president.
Several senators · voiced reluctance to withdraw funding from the
organization's involved since the
money had already been -appropriated.
Williams said that the matter of
wheth~r the bills are or are not law
would probably be brought before
the student court. After the
meeting, Williams said he would
ask the court for an injunction
enjoining the organizations involved from spending any more of
their appropriations.
The ASUNM president said that
a major problem with the ASUNM
budget is that it is bas~d. ?n
estimated income. The mttJal
budget is worked out in February or
March of each year by the ASUNM
President and Senate Finance
Committee, and then approved by
the associated Students by
referendum in April.
This budget is based on estimates
of how many full-time undergraduate students _ will attend
UNM in the following fall and
spring semesters. The esti~ates !'lre
compiled by the New Mex1co Umo_n
Business Office. (ASUNM IS

Prof, Richard Murphy, Chairman of UN_M
Geology Dept., will speak on global geography
today at 3:30 p.m. at the lnternadonal Center,
180Blaslomas.

The Coalition to Ease World Hunger meets
today at 3:30p.m. In rm. 108, Sociology Bldg. A
f!lm will be shown.
Register to vote today from 12:30 p.m.-2p.m.
outSlor from 4:30 p.m,-6:30 p.m. In La Posada.
Register Fri. from noon-2 p.m. outside the SUB.

'

,6:30 p.m. fridays: Singing Group·
7:30 p.m. fridays: R & R
Rest, Recreation and Sharing fun
9:15 Q.m. Sundays:
College Sunday Schoof Class
Central United methodist Church
One block west of UNm-215 Pine NE
5:30 p.m. Sundays: meal
6:15 p.m. Sundays: Power Group
Discussions, Sharing, Recreation
Personal Counseling Always Available
At the United ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas NE, .247-0497
One block North of Scholes Hall
Positive, Joyful, and Christian

11

house today from noon-2p.m.AII women steff,
students and faculty are Invited.

Pueblo meeting. "but it is not likely accept the word "strike" said
Lawrence Bitner of Springfield,
that our position will change."
He said the administration still Colo. ''They've never believed in it.
endorses the farm bill passed by the But it's time we took control of our
House and Senate even though it lives ourselves."
doesn't meet growers' expectations.
The growers were members of a
The farmers' sack-lunch rally ·group called American Agriculture.
was held within a ring of tractors at THe signs on tractors and trucks
Rocky Ford, Colo., where
said the strike would begin Dec. 14

r

$

Students Interested In Joining UNM chapter of
NOW ~ro rnvltod to ttla SUB 231-E. Sept, 22 at
7;30 p.m.

funded by activity fees paid by f)lll·
time undergraduates).
This initial budget contains only
the standard ASUNM governmental expenditures. When the
actual enrollment figures for the
fall semester are tabulated 21 days
after the start of the fall semester,
whatever is left over after the
governmental expenses are paid is
what the senate has to appropriate.
Thus, said Williams, the senate
appropriates money in late summer
and early fall based only on
estimates of what it actually will
have.
Williams suggested that the
initial budget hearings be held in
September when ASUNM has a
more concrete idea of how much
money it will have. Again,
however, an estimate is involved
here, since spring enrollment
figures must also be guessed at and
included in the budget for the year.
Enrollment estimates by the
Union business office are based on
past enrollment trends.
Dean of Students Karen
Abrahams told the Senate that,
while fall enrollment is actually up,
"there are more people taking
fewer hours." Abrahams said
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UNM is attracting older students
and more transfer students who
don't take a full academic load.
The University is now trying to
"step up recruiting of the IS-yearold student," Abrahams said.
Abrahams added, however, that
higher education enrollments axe
generally predicted to decrease over
the next five to six years before the
trend levels off.
Fernandez (ASUNM treasurer)
reported that · the full-time
enrollment is down 2.3 per cent this
semester, and that the Union
busiJiess office predicts a 7.3 per
cent drop in fullrtime enrollment
next semester.
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Star Barber Shop
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Free-Hair Analysis
~ 20%DiscoWJton K.B.D. ::
iC
Hair Care Products
~ 3007 Monte V~a 255-0571 ~
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Pepperdine University
School Of Law
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suggest ret. $75° 0

-

Save 20 to 25°0 on the
Zodiac "5211, 5208, &
9521" Natural Tan,
Brown,
and
Rust
colors on comfortable
crepe soles.
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wishes to announce that

...

RONALD R. HELM

t

The UNM Women's Center will have an open
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The deadline for election challenges t:l
is noon, Wednesday, Sept. 28.
Candidates are required to file r<
financial statements by 4 p.m. g.
0
Tuesday.
(n

Break ttte fast at the lntornotlonul Contor after
services,

Soviets See Ball of Light
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PLO May Join Geneva Talks

..

z

Director of Student Recruitment and
member of the Admissions Committee.

will be on campus September 26,
1977 to interview students interested
in attending law school.
Interviews may be scheduled
through the Placement Service.

5307 Menaul
east of San Mateo

323 Romero N.W.
In Old Town

Authentic Unsolicited
Customer Testimonial
Ms. Esmerelda Peltdown of Albuquerque:_'' My l!fe was stagnating _along
with my wardrobe until I found Streetlites Clothmg E~change. The1r low
prices and fair exchange policy changed my life.'·'
.

----J:REETLITES
LOTHINO
\.t::;-XCHANOE

3004 D Central SE
266-5275
New hours

10:00-5:00

Mon.·Sat.

1
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Albuquerque's Greatest Clothing Recyclers
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Old Folks
Complain

The Catbird's Seat

Tuition and You
Your tuition and fees might not bo going up next year. But don't bet
on it.
Like it or not, resident and non-resident tuition and fees will jump
anywhere from $6 to $64 per semester. Most of the insiders say the
jump will probably be abollt $26,
You can thank the ever-rising inflation rate for some of that rise, but
you can lay the rest of the hike on President William Davis' visions of
what it takes to make UNM "competitive with other universitites in our
area."
OF THE CURRENT $260 per semester tuition and fees, $128 goes
for fees to pay for such activities as intercollegiate athletics, ASUNM
government, intramunils, the student health center, and the retirement
of UNM bond issues. A $6 per semester hike will cover the rising costs
of these activities, John Perovich, vice-president for business and
finance, told the Regents Monday.
The rest of the tuition rise, whatever it may be, will go toward
meeting Davis' idea of making UN M a better place to go to school.
Davis would like to see the UNM lnstructional'and General (I & G)
budget increase by 15 per cent or about $4 million, Most of that increase
will probably have to come from tuition hikes if the 1978 New Mexico
Legislature continues its attitude toward Davis and UNM.
Last year, UNM received a little more than $36.3 million for I & G
expenditure from the legislature - the highest appropriation ever given
to a New Mexico university, to have. That $36.3 million was a sizeable
chunk of UNM's total $47.9 million spent on I & G, and Davis says that
total this year should be somewhere around $52 million. If UNM gets
that I & G budget, Davis says he'll be able to add 50 more faculty
members in understaffed departments, oeef Up the after-3:30 p.m.
classes for Albuquerque 's working community and make UNM staff
salaries competitive with those around the city and state.
The final outcome of the tuition question will be decided by the
legislature sometime in March, but the trench battle is being fought
right now with the State Board of Educational Finance (BEF). The BEF
members are kind of the Greek gods of education in New Mexico and
·
board chairman Bob Huff is Zeus.
Huff came to the Regents meeting Monday to explain the sacred and
controversial BEF formula for arriving at the I & G budget and if you're
an economics major, the whole thing is pretty simple. If you're not,
hang on.
In simplest terms, the BEF staff !Huff and Dr. Donald Stuart) arrive at
the I & G expenditure level by multiplying the number of student credit
hours by the faculty productivity ratio (the student-faculty ratio), and
then adding faculty and siaff fringe benefit costs and equipment costs.
That gives you the "I" in "I & G."
Getting the "G" is somewhat simpler. The "G" portion of expenditure is for the physical plant, library, administrative overhead and
other costs.
At the three larger universities (UNM, New Mexico State and New
Mexico Tech}, 80 per cent of the "I" level, makes up the "G". At the
three smaller colleges (New Mexico Highlands, Eastern New Mexico
and Western New Mexico) 83.9 per cent of each "I" dollar makes up
the "G".
The BEF adds "I" and "G" together and comes up with a figure.
From there, it subtracts a certain number of dollars that the state takes
credit for, and it arrives at an appropriation figure to bring to the
legislature.
It is this last point - the state taking credit for certain dollars - that
irks UNM. There is a certain amount of money to be spent on higher
education in the state. The state figures that since the three larger
institutions have tuitions of $260 and the smaller group has a tuition of
$198.50, that the larger universities can generate more money and don't
heed as much money from the state. So, it subtracts $11 per student
credit hour from UNM, and only $8 per credit hourfrom students at the
smaller universities. Because of the discrepancy, the smaller schools
are getting a larger percentage of their I & G budgets from the state.
UNM argues that students at the larger universities, in effect, subsidize
students at the smaller universities because of the discrepancy.
UNM has been trying to get this situation corrected for years, but
Huff told us Monday that the legislature shot down a uniform tuition
credit proposal two years ago. lhe reason being that we've got too
many ''good ol'e boys" in the Santa Fe roundhouse who aren't going to
let us city slickers in Albuquerque get away With anything.
At any rate, the BEF has still got to come up with a proposal for the
legislature and it is going through a number of them right now.The BEF staff has already come up with four proposals which range
from leaving tuition as it is to raising resident tuition by some $30 per
semester and non-resident tuition by $1.50 per credit hour. The board
members told the staff to come up with some more proposals and one
of these is to raise graduate tuition. Again, this would affect UNM the
most since it has more graduate students than anyone else in the state.
I wish I could tell you today how much your tuition will go up, but it
just isn't possible. As one UNM administrator put it, "The BEF's op·
' tions are limitless."
UNM chiefs will meet with the Legislative Finance Committee in early
November in a key discussion of what might happen to tuition. Look for
some more definite answers then. Also, the BEF will have to come up
with its proposal in its November meeting, but what happens to•it after
that is all up to the gang in the roundhouse.
One thing to keep in mind throughout all this is that UNM'as tuition is
among the lowest in the Southwest and a tuition hike of $30 wouldn't
do much to change that status. In other words, you're doing pretty
good even if it is the second increase in four years. We went from $228
to $260 in 1975.
Davis is sincere in his belief that the extra money will make UNM a
more competitive university, but Huff made an incisive statement in his
presentation to the Regents.
"Dollars don't correct everything," he said, "but they have to be
there."
The only question is: how will they get there?
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Every red-blooded American. male knows that there are several things
women shouldn't do.
We all know that women shouldn't smoke. It makes them look
tough. Women should should not chew gum. Chewing gum makes
them look tough too. Woimen shouldn't cuss either. It's not ladylike.
I suppose the list could go on on and on but let me, in the interest of
space, give you the one thing that women absolutely .should never do.
Women should never play football.
Don't get me wrong, a friendly game of touch with friends and
neighbors or a backyard game with big brother is okay. But when it
comes down to organized, referee-type football, women should hang
up their sneakers,
If you don't believe me go and see for yourself. During the last few
weeks the fields next to Johnson Gym have been bloodied by a series of
organized massacres called powder-puff football (A misnomer if I've
ever heard one).
I went to a game last week and, believe me, it was quite an experience. Powder~puff football is not for the fainthearted.
The ladies remained relatively calm during the pre-game warmup. A
few of them even smiled once or twice. Once the opening whistle blew,
however, it was all over. Any pretense of decorum vanished with the
thud oftoe on vinyl.
Those women were anything but powderpuffs. They hit hard, mean
and often it was horrifying. Hair was pulled. Eyes were gouged. Skin
was raked by lethal fingernails. Screams filled the air.
A wounded warrior, bleeding from the lip, returned to the sidelines.
''I'm gonna kill those &lt#?&ll&," she said angrily.
But the venom spent on opponents was mild when compared with
that·vented on teammates. A furious quarterback openly chided her
center: "Why don't you learn to hike the #&?til! ball, Alice! You're
putting it over my head every time!" A receiver in the open drops a
good pass: "&?#!lt&l Right in her hands! Why don't we get somebody
out there who can catch the #&?t /!!!ball I"
I must admit that the beefy boyfriends who served as coaches were
no bargain either. They knew how to get the best out of their girls. The
one I watched, when he wasn't baiting the unfortunate referees, would
go up to his nearest gladiator put his arm around her and say softly, "I
want you to go out their and kill that blonde &t&#t."
And if you think winning isn't important, you're in the wrong
ballpark, Charlie. Tears flow freely after a tough loss. Oaths of undying
hatred are uttered.
You could probably get me to compromise on some of the first things
I mentioned. Occasionally a woman can look good smoking a cigarette.
Sometimes they can get away With a little gum chewing. A cuss word
In the right place might possibly get a laugh. But I· have never, and I do
mean never, seen a girl who looked go_od playing football.

Editor:
In the light of the upcoming mayoral election I ask for the support of
all UNM students (registered-unregistered, all religions, and all blood
types) to write in me, Buz Johnson, mayor and eventual despot of this
beautiful jungleless city south of Canada, but far enough from Nepal. If
elected J will forever relieve all voters from the responsibility and utter
inconvenience of voting. Aiong with suspending all civil rights, I will
also do away with the city police department and abandon the city to
vigilante groups, psycopaths, Fuller Brush men and my own secret
police force. I will promise chocolate milk in all our public fountains as
well as more industry, ranching and a nuclear test site,
BuzJohnson
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The Iceman Writeth
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: Our policy
on Lip Service is that it is run on
a space available basis. If we
have room, we get it in. Lip
service is a courtesy provided to
organizations free and is run
whenever possible. However, if
you do run naked through the
Duck Pond, chances are pretty
good you'll get some coverage,)
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Editor:
Returning Students Association
(RSA) wishes to announc·e tryouts
for our co-ed volleyball team, "The
Retreads."· Contact Les in
"Creaking Acres." the RSA
Lounge in the SUB.
You have failed to print notice of
our last two meetings in "Lip
Service," and persons unknown
have removed our expensive
cardboard sign from the bus stop
and libr<Jry kiosks. Must we run
naked through the duck pond to
get publicity for our organization?
Madeline Betts

by Tim Gallagher
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"'1g77 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company, Milwaukee, Wis ..
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PBS fe·atures New Fall TelevisiQn· Line-up
Eight new national series, a
strong array of specials, and new
major programs in returning series
will highlight public televisiol).'s
evening schedule this fall.
Among the new series will be The
Dick Cavett Show, beginning
I\1onday, October 10 at 9 p.m.
MDT. The Monday-through-

Friday half hour series marks
Cavett's return to late night
television.. With no commercial
interruption, Cavett will be free to
do what he does best: conduct
intelligent, entertaining interviews
with some of the best known
personalities of our time. Cavett's
reputation for getting . the

"ungettables" will make the new
series-- a co-production ofWNET,
New York, and Cavett's Daphne
Productions -- "topical and often
newsworthy.
Thursdays at 7 p.m. beginning
October 27 (with a two) hour
premiere .episode; remaining·
episodes are one hour each) is a
major new production from CTW

fSesame Street, The Electric
Company] for the entire family,
The Best of Families. Set in New

Specials
Mon.- Fri.
All Drinks

2For 1
5-8J?m
Shrimp
Cocktail

81.00
This Week:
Moonrise

A Fine Drinking Establishment.

5001 Lomas NE • 256·1250

York City from 1880 to 1900, the
eight-week drama series traces the
lives of three fictional families
against a backdrop of turbulent
social and technological change.
The Raffertys are an impoverished
Irish immigrant family; ·the
Baldwins, the middle-class family
of a clergyman; and the Wheelers, a
wealthy and aristocratic family.
Returning to public television
this fall is the Peabody Award
winning series of original television
dramas from KCET, Los Angeles,
Visions. The new season, which will
feature 10 new plays along with
seven rebroadcasts from last
season, premieres Sunday, October
2 at 8 p.m. with Iowa, Murray
Mednick's moving story of a brief
family,reunion.
The world's favorite. team sport
comes to American television
Fridays at 8 p.m. beginning
October 14 when PBS premieres
Soccer Made in Germany The 18week series, provided by German
Educational Television Network
and presented by KQED, San
Francisco, will feature the best
game played the previous week by
teams of the West German National

Dick Cavett
Football League, with English
commentary, replays, league
standing information, and short
interviews
Specials figure prominently in the
PBS fall schedule. On Friday,
October 7 at 7 p.m., public
television will offer the latest
documentary
by
acclaimed

cinematographer Fred Wiseman,
Canal Zone. The three-hour,
cinema verite, black and white film,
produced by WNET, New York,
portrays the day to day routine of
life in the Panama Canal Zone.
Explorer Jacques Cousteau
comes to public television when The
Cousteau Odyssey " premieres
November 22 at 6 p.m. The 12
specials from KCET, Los Angeles,
•
to be broadcast
over a thr.ee-year
period, are highlighted by an
undersea
search
for
lost
civilizations. Cousteau describes his
public television specials as "a
fascinating blend of myth and
reality" and a "marked departure"
from his previous wildlife-oriented
productions.
Other collections of specials to be
aired during the coming season
include the Peabody Award
winning In Performance at Wolf
Trap, from WETA, Washington,
D.C. The first Wolf Trap special
(cont. on page 7)
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mixed up and sexy. Montgomery underwater flick. The Moray eel is
quicker than a guillotine and
Plaza
5:30, 7:30 and 9:30p.m.
harried Trumlln is characterized by .
Jacqueline ,Bisset does a lot for wet
The
Cross
and
the
Switchblade:
Gregocy Peck. A biographical epic
Pat
,Boone
plays
a
,Billy
-Graham
T-shirts.
Galeria Twin and the
of World War 11. Time's; 7:30 and
UN
ambassador
and
daddy.
type,
a
Eastdale
show
the film at 7:15 and
9:55p.m. at the Hiland.
9:30p.m.
He
converts
the
itteanest
of
the
One on One: A gutsy kid finds
The Other Side of Midnight:
that college basketball is nothing mean to Christ. At the mere sight of
more than a pool of recruiting him, gangs stop· banging. The Noel does a lot of serious exercise in
violations, drugs, sex !~lid violence. Midnight movies are Wizards and this picture. This movie follows two
Robbie ,Benson stars as a short; A Star is Born. All shows .re 7:30 women and one man through the
loves of their lives. Soap on
naive basketball player with a will and 9:30 p.m. at the Cinem' 1 East.
celluloid.
Showtimes are 5 and 8
Incredible
Sarah:
Glenda
· of steel. Jump ball is at 5:45, 7:45
p.m.
at
the
Louisiana Blvd.
Jack3on
plays
the
part
of
a
famous
and 9:30 9:30 p.m. Center court is
The
Last
Remake of Beau Oeste
stage
actr~ss,
The
audience
must
at the Coronado 4.
·
Marty
Feldman,.
his bug-eyed self,
bear
through
such
scenes
as
when
Naked Rider: A young girl is
is
the
director,
producer and
"hot to trot" but when she trots she gets "stage fright,'' has a few
she's hot. Here's to love in the· backstage affairs and so on. convincing actor in a jest of an old
stables. Posttime is 7:45 and 9:30 Showtime is 7:30 and 9:45 p.m. at classic:- Showtimes are 7:30 and
· theLobo.
9:30 p.m. at the Cinema Legion.
p.m. at the LOS ALTOS TWIN.
Fire Sale: The Pikus Family are
Smokey and the Bandit: Burt
I Never Promised You A Rose
nuts.
Actors include Alan Arkin,
(I'm
not
conceited)
Reynolds
is
a
Garden: Much like "One Flew Over
Rob
Reiner,
Kay Medford and Sid
CB'er
and
an
outlaw.
Jackie
the Cuckoo's Nest" This movie
Caesar.
A
bonus
is the music by
Gleason
is
a
small
town
sheriff
who
deals with the ins and outs of a
Jazz
sessionist
Dave
Grusin.
Js
after
Reynolds.
A
crash
'em
up
young girl's struggle with sanity.
picture.
The
action
starts
at
7;15
Louisiana
Blvd.
Cinema
shows
the
Show time: 5:50, 7:50 and 9:50
hot
new
and
9:15p.m.
atthe
Montgomery.
comedy,
starting
today.
p.m. at the Coronado 4.
Joy Ride: Three Kids travel the
Star Wars: If you haven't seen
The Spy Who Loved Me: Roger
Moore is James llond, Agent 007. long road to the great state of this one, the "Force" will get you.
He kicks ass and takes plenty of Alaska. They find trouble, bad Excellent movie. I want to see it
phone numbers. The secret money and loads of corruption. again, but unfortunately I can't
messages start at 5:20, 7:30 and The free-wheeling affair starts at 7 afford it. The Mall Cinema shows it
and 9 p:m. at thr. Montgomery at 7:30 and 10 p.m.
9:45 p.m. at the Coronado 4.
The King & I: Yul Brenner and
Rocky: Yep, it's still here. The Plaza.
Deborah
Kerr act like they don't
Breaking
Training:
A
team
of
Italian Stallone puts all he has in a
dumb
kids,
who
don't
really
play
need
each
other, but find out
· one shot deal, but comes up shortbaseball
worth
a
damn,
travel
to
the
otherise.
This
old 60's classic plays
or does he? los Altos at 7:30 and
playoffs
·
in
the
Houston
at
the.Fox-Winrock.
one
week
"'
9:45p.m.

and the National Geographic
Society, will be "The Legacy of
L.S.B. Leakey," a portrait of the
scientist who revolutionized
thinking about human evolution; ·
The Great Whales, a study of the
growing crisis over the S'urvival of
the world's largest mammals and

The Living Sands of Namib, a
startling view of the unusual life
forms that adapted to survive on
Africa's Namib Desert.
As part of the Great Performances series, Lincoln Center
performances will be aired live over
PBS. Produced by Lincoln Center
for the Performing Arts in
association with WNET, New
York, Live From Lincoln Center
will present a concert by the New

LOBO photo by W. T. Hunt

The Clo.sslc Theatte Compo.ny presents the "merchant of Venice" In PopeJoy Hall tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:15 p.m. and Sunday at 2:15 p.m.

The craziest horror
show of them all

Phantom"'
of the Paradise
Saturday Midnight
All seats just 94c

~~PANCHO')

II 2108 CENTRAL SE •

247·4414

.The
Rolling Stones
On
VIdeo TQpes

10-3pm Do.ii.Y

Sept. -26-30
In meso. Lounge in the
N.E. corner of the
SUB o.cross from Prontos

FREE

Sponso(ed by
student o.ctivities

·FREE

NOW SHOWING!

The Woman. The Actress. The Fire. The Legend.
"'The Incredible Sarah' will surely bring yet another
Academy Award nomination for Glenda Jackson. They
could never have chosen anyone more fully equipped to
bring to life the talent and flamboyance of Sarah Bernhardt.

Saturday, September 24

-Dav1d Sheehan, KNXT·TV

The Funky Show And Danee Group

IJDIDI
Sound Ideas price $219,00

DELI-BAR

Presented By 'l'he
ASUNM Populall'
Entertainment Committee

York Philharmonic with conductor
Zubin Mehta and soloist Shirley
Verrett September 24 at 6:30p.m.;
Beverly Sills starring in the New
York City Opera's production of
Manon October 18 a:t 6 p.m. and
pianist Andre Watts performing
with the New York Philharmonic
conducted by Erich Leinsdorf
October 29 at 6:30p.m.
Comedian
Mark
Russell,
Washington's resident humorist,
returns to public television for a
third season. The first of his four
one-man shows, broadcast live
from WNED, Buffalo, will be
shown October 4 at 7 p.m.
Other special programs on the
PllS fall lineup include: Making
Television Dance (October 4 at 6
p.m.; from WNET, New York), a
combination of dance and
documentary
featuring
choreography created by Twyla
(~nt on poge 8)

lllllnt:w rUJns

Prices
Students
(With UNM ID, Plus One Guest)
81.00 each
·
Public--82.00 each

OLDTOWN

MacArthur: The general that

December 5 at 6 p.m. with "Yukon
Passage," the account of a band of
young adventurers who explore
some of the Western hemisphere's
most untamed territory. Other new
National Geographic Specials, coproduced by WQED, Pittsburgh

Presenting

Admi~sion

Indian J.;welry

Can I Do It Til! I Need Glasses?: .Astrodome-and win. Showtimes are
a follow-up to If You Don't Stop. 7 and.9 p.m. at Cjnema East.
The Deep: not your average
It, You'll Go ,Blind. It's zany,

Compiled by BRIAN MAT·

The National Geographic
Specials return to public television

Loeated In The Studen-t Union
Building Basement

Fea-turing
A New And More Varied Menu At The

Makers af Hand Made

******************************'

November 8 at 6 p.m. will be a
bluegrass concert starring the
Dillards, "Doc" Watson and John
Hartford; other performers to be
featured in coming months are
,Benny Goodman; the Martha
Graham Dance Company; the
Olympia ,Brass Band of New
Orleans' famed Preservation Hall
and the Arthur Hall AfroAmerican Dance Ensemble.

IUWIY l!l!llli

One of The City's Most O~igiual·
Club Bands

'IIV'ago:n

SpeciQis To Be Aited on KNffiE

This Weekend
In The

Friday, September 23

Covered

n
ne,
James Stewart In
Howard Hawk's Rio Bravo
•._ .. ,._.. and
0

.,..

By the time a musical performance reaches the record
disc or tape the dynamic ~ange has been greatly
compromised. With dbx equipment you can bring back th'at
"live" ~ound and reduce record and tape noise for truly
realistic music reproduction.
'~,
.

The Sound ldea&ll&tenlng rooms ore open Monday ancllhundav

evening• until 8:00 pm, and other doya unlll6:00 pm, clo1-ed
Sunday•.

Souno

1624 Eubank N E A

N.M. 87112 SOS-292-1188

.

One triumph ...
one man ...one scandal. ..
was never enough
when you were
Sarah Bernhardt.
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So.turdo.y: Heo.rts o.nd ffiinds
7:00 o.nd 9:15

The Union

Theatre

Showtlmes
Weekdays 7:30 9:45
Weekends 1:30 3:30 5:30
7:30 9:45

3013 CENTRAL N.E.
265·4759
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~~ Cody, Deod, Geils, Holl & Ootes
::i

!

·The. Winds of Change

(/)

better in this album than Cody's
previous
works.
String
arrangements by Fiachra Trench
are never overdone, adding the
perfect texture to the music.
Best cuts are
''Don't Say
Nothing," "Midnight Man,"
"\''idow" and "Seven Eleven". B.

~

"Rock 'n' Roll Again"!Com·
mander Cody/Artista 4125

,_,

It's the new Commander Cody

"Monkey lsfand"l Gei/s/ Atfantic
"Teraapin Station' 'I Grateful SDf9/03
Dead/ Arista AL 7001
The name of the band has
changed.
Their musical make-up·
I never could see the day that I

~

and fast-paced rock 'n' roll.
Cody; s gruff voice is clearly
evident in the eight rockers and one
rock ballad, and sometimes detracts
from the total musical effect. But
the female voices of Nicolette
Larson and Charra Penny make it
all seem to sound a little better.
is
of the

ASUNM
And Popular

would sa~ that I really liked the has been altered somewhat. But the
.band remains the same.
Grateful Dead. The day has come.
What has happened is that the J:
The Dead have come alive with
the beautiful voice of Donna Geils Band felt the need for. a
Godchaux, tight guitar work and change. Their decision has given
some of the best musical com- fruit to the best album they have
positions ever written by the group. ever produced.
Vocalist Peter Wolf has found
Terrapin Station is the album
the
full use of his voice. Instead of
that will bridge Grateful Dead fans
being liniited to mere shouts, he
encompasses vocal styles of Bob
Dylan, Climax Blues Band mixed in
Speakers Committee
with his own.
J. Geils guitar work lives up to
Entertainment Committee
the name of the band.
Present
The best cuts are penned by Seth
Justman and Wolf. They are
"Surrender," "You're The Only
One," "Somebody," "Monkey
Island" and "Wreckage." A
minus.

"Beauty on a Back Street"/Daryl
Hall and John Oates/ RCA AFLI2300
The most severe musical
metamorphisis has brought in
Daryl Hall and John Oates as their
victims. But they are victims of
good fortune as Beauty on a Back
St reef ultimately proves what
excellent musicians these two men
are.
"Don't Change" is exactly
opposite to what they have done.

·cOntacts?

<\
'

October 10, 1977
Popejoy Hall

'

• New P3ir or renew old
• Best prices· fast service
• Hard • soft • semi·hard

8:15p.m.
Tickets Available At All Ticketmaster Locations
Popejoy & SUB Box Offices • Record World •
Dillard's • All LP Goodbuy & General Store Locations
People's Choice io Rancho) •
Ca1ne1v Man l!=:::.nt::.

•

BUV1
GET"1

FREE

Monday- Saturday
7:30- 8:30

Boogie To:

Wylder
UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place To Make Friends"
Entertainment 7 Nights 4418 Central S.E.

'

<,

Give 'em
Hell Harry

-Wedding Bells Topple

and agnostics into one. It's a joyous
album,.
'Best cuts are:
"Terrapin
Station," "Estimated Prophet,"
"Passenger" and "Sunrise," B
plus.

By GEORGE GESNER
]
In rock music it's come as a
,.:l pleasure when a group can change
» their musical direction or alter their
1il sound somewhat. Commander
Cl Cody, Grateful Dead, J. Geils Band
.~ and Hall & Oates have felt the
:;E winds of change.

~ Band and their new trend is solid

-

In Virgin Dispute

MOUNT CLEMENS, Mich. ·but in the Sicilian community, it is a
Honeymoon for tradition and established custom
Salvatore and Anna Buindo that a woman getting married for
Ruffino lasted exactly one day.
the first time be a virgin."
The· couple, whose families
The couple's honeymoon was it
adhere strictly to the Sicilian disaster, Wolk said.
concept of virtue, separated five
On their wedding night, Ruffino
days after their wedding in a accused his bride "of falsely
dispute over the bride's chastity.
representing that she was chaste,
The groom allegedly told friends expressed dissatisfaction because
and relatives his bride was not a evidence was lacking of her chastity
virgin. Now she is suing for $1 and told her he would not remain
million, charging him with married to a woman who is not a
virgin," the attorney said.
defamation of character.
"Some people may find humor in
. "After the ,first night, Salvatore
this, but it is a very serious case," didn't touch her. He berated her
said. Richard L. Wolk, Mrs. and wouldn't have anything to do
Ruffino's attorney.
with her. She couldn't sleep or eat.
"In our society, whether a· We even have a letter from the
woman is chaste when she is physician stating that she was a
married doesn't mean that much. virgin when she got married."
(UPI)~ The

Do.r,yl Ho.ll o.nd John Oo.tes find rock on
the ·bo.ck street.
This opening song is a clear
statement of the direction towards
good clean rock. It is a good single
possibility,
"You Must Be Good For
Something" has signs of the New
Wave rolling in. You could say it
has a mixture of Sparks and
Ramones, forming an excellent
product.
The most intriguing cut on the
album is "Winged Bull." The echo

vocals and tight orchestration are
indicative of a chapter out of Led
Zeppelin's Houses of the Holy
complete with shades of King
Crimson, electronic drums and
Bacchanalian outbursts.
With this album Hall & Oates
have temporarily erased their image
as rhythm & blues masters, which
they respectfully earned, and have
established themselves as rock
impressarios.

Initial contributions totaling $15,7Q0.63 have been reported by the
University of New Mexico in its efforts to raise $33,000 for the
Albuquerque United Way campaign.
UNM Administrative Vice-president Marvin D. Johnson, chairman of
the University Combined Fund (UCF) charity drive, said the fin11-l report
date for the campus campaign is Sept. 26.
"I'm very pleased with the first report," Johnson said, "because that
amount came from less than 300 donors."
Johnson said his primary objective in the campaign is to meet the
$33,000 goal. "The University needs to make that kindofcommittmentto
the community in which we reside," he said.
"Key persons" from offices, diVlsions and departments throughout
UNM have distributed pledge cards to employes in their areas. The cards
outline various methods of giving, which include payroll deductions and
one-time cash payments. Contributions may be earmarked for an agency
of the employes choice.
At a kickoff for the campus fund drive, UNM president William Davis
said the campaign is an opportunity "to show the communtiy that UNM
does care." Citing statistics about community involvement with the
University, Davis said, "Sometimes the community asks us for
something~this is one of those times."
Comparison statistics compiled by United Way officials show that in
1976, 20.3 per cent of UNM's faculty and staff contributed $29,550 wnile
48.1 per cent of New Mexico State University's employes contributed
$28,569 and 40.5 per cent of the University of Arizona's faculty and staff

(cont. From poge 7)

Tharp especially for television and
performances by Tharp and
Mikhail Baryshnikov; A Good
Dissonance Like a Man (October II
at 6 p.m.; from WNET, New
York), a film biography of
American composer Charles Ives,
and The Merry Widow (November
29 at 6 p.m.; from KCET, Los
Angeles), starring Beverly Sills in
the San Diego Opera's production.
In addition to Dick Cavett, The
Best of Families and soccer, other
new series of the PBS fall schedule
are:
Music, a fast-paced educational
series for children in grades 4-6.
Murry Sidlin, Music Director of the
New Haven Symphony, hosts these
10 half ·hours from WETA,
Washington, D.C. beginning
Saturday, October 8 at 5:30p.m.
Eyewitness; four hour-long docudramas which re-create significant
news events. Each program will
dramatize at least three stories. The
first program was seen on PBS
August 25. New productions from
KERA, Dallas begin October 25 at
8 p.m.
Over Easy, hosted by Hugh
Downs, the first Monday through
Friday series· devoted to senior
citizens. Over Easy, a production of
KQED, San Francisco, will
premiere in November; exact date
and time to be announced.
Continuing this fall on public
television will be a number of

highly acclaimed series for all ages
and interests: The MacNeil/Lehrer
Report now in its second national
season,
public
television's
weeknightly news program was
hailed by Time magazine as "the
one real innovation in television
news." Each night, correspondents
Robert MacNeil and Jim Lehrer
present an in-depth examination of
a single major news story or issue.
Firing Line (Sundays at 3 p.m.
beginning October 9; check local
listings for airdates prior to
October 9): Leading conservative
William F. Buckley Jr. verbally
spars with newsmakers on both the
international and domestic scene.

The average
annual donation by UNM employees is $36.03, compared to
contributed
$100,684.
a nationwide average among college and university employes of$31.95
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Tuition Increase

(cont. from p.!lge1)

question, 69.5 per cent said the
committee should lobby for the
lower drinking age, and 67.5 per
cent said it should lobby for the
decriminalization of marijuana.
Other responses to the poll were:

ffio.rk Russell

UNM students have a chance to
compete for one of the $5,000
Harry S. Truman Scholarships for
undergraduate and graduate
education leading to government
service,

To be eligible, a student mdst be
a junior next year, and must send
the following information to Prof.
Robert Sickels, Ort~ga Hall, rm
305: Name, address, phone
number, high school and college
grade point a~erages, a short

Ladies
Tops

saso

I
\

Cordouroy

Shirts
From

Jeans
Blue Denim
Sizes 32&34

SOc
Socks
We Offer More For Less

i:=:=::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Texas Instruments

1-

Progrommotl58

-- 80.5 per cent said the committee should lobby for more day
care centers;
·
- 82.5 per cent said the committee should lob by for state
funding for student loan and workstudy programs •

The Tl 58 offers enormous
co.lculo.tion ·power •••

• up to 480 program sters
• up to 60 memories
• 10 user defined labels
o.nd much more

Plus this Revolutionar_y.
plug in software libraries

FREE SPECIAL OFFER
For o. limited time get o.
19 program leisure flbro.ry
A $35.00 vo.lue If ,you o.ct now

B'nai Israel·- 4401 Indian School N.E.
Sept. 12th- 6:30- 7:45p.m.
8:00-9:15 p.m.
Sept.13 -14- 8:30a.m.

fo;:rg:.-;r::u;u:;:;;:;;:;;,~97-;,;e:'~w~a:::;o~
1
1

dare to see
an AndrEI' Kole Production

Psychic phenomena and
unexplainable Illusions
Will be recreated live on
stage. Coming soonl
Buy your tickets today.

SUB Ballroom Thur. Sept. 29 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets available at · all Ticketmaster
locations and at the SUB box office.

ssoo
s4oo

Vests

Jewish High Holiday Services
Rosh Hashana Services
I

~ ~ 1!,1'1!,;1~;/~~'lhltbl'

statement of subjects studied in 8
college and their relation to career l?.
plans, a list of public service ac- -<"
tivities, and a list of leadership ~
positions in. high school and c:r
9
college,

The scholarship was established
by Congress as the official federal
memorial to honor Truman. The
program is supported by a U. S,
Treasury trust fund which now
totals $30 million in securities.

I,

Are Supernatural Forces
Affecting Your Destiny?

~

i!S.

UNM Contributes
To Charity Drive

•. • • New TV Schedule
0

The suit, filed in Macomb
County Circuit Court, alleged that
Ruffino, 30, telephoned his wife's
relatives and friends to tell them she
was not a virgin.
"The gossip spread throughout
the Sicilian community to Sarita
Clara, Calif., where Anna formerly
resided·, and even to Terracini,
Sicily," the bride's birthplace,
Wolk said.
He said Mrs. Ruffino suffered a
"permanent loss of acceptable
social standard in the (Sicilian)
community and she will have a
difficult time marrying. again,"
The couple met in California and
the wedding was ~ranged through
their families, as is the Sicilian way.
They did not even date before

:z

~
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Temple Albert- 1006 Lead S.E.
Sept. 12- 8:00p.m.
Sept. 13 - 10 a.m.
U.N.M. Abnnni Chapel
Sept. 12 - 6:30 p.m.
Sept. 13 -14- 9:00 a.m.
Sponsored By
Jewish Student Union- Hillel

I1

fhi~

··:'.;,'109.95
student net price
plus tax

Regular Price
124.95

1
1
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serial number. IMPORTANT Your envelope must be

postmarked no later than October 3 I, t9n.
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Davis and Mondt Return Home
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
UNM President Bud Davis·
coached there, UNM football coach
Bill Mondt starred there; if the
UNM football team doesn't play an
explosive game, it will die there.
The "where" answer to these
statements is the University of
Colorado where Davis had a notso-sucessful coaching stint, where
Mondt was an Academic AllAmerican and where the Lobo
football team had better put out a
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better showing than it did against
Texas Tech, losing 49-14.
The Lobos, who play one of the
toughest road trips in the Western
Athletic Conference this year,
travel to Boulder, Colo, Saturday
to tangle with Big-8 powerhouse
Colorado.
Four of UNM's first five opponents have made the college top20 by both wire polls. Texas Tech,
Colorado, Brigham Young and
Arizona State have all been picked
as teams to finish in the college top20 teams in the nation.
"The Lobos, who will play on a
artificial surface for the third
straight game in a row at Folsom
Stadium on the campus of CU,
have have won the last two
meetings of the 'Pack and the
Golden Buffaloes.
The two teams locked horns last
in 1949 at UNM with the Lobos
coming out on top 17-15. The year
prior to that, the Lobos won in
Boulder 9-6. The series, which
stands at 5-3 in CU's favor, began
in 1909 with the Buffs winning by a
margin of 53-0.
The years contest will boast two
entirely different teams with entirely different styles of .play than
the two squads that met in the first
game of the series in 1909.
Colorado is coming off two
victories in as many outings

downing Stanford University in the
season opener 27-21 and burying
Kent State last weekend, 42-0.
The Lobos, on the other side of
the state boundary, are coming off
a sound defeat at the hands of
Texas Tech, 49-14.
"Colorado and Texas Tech are
teams of the same calibers," Mondt
said. "Tech was more mobile
whereas Colorado has bigger men
on the squad."
Mandt said Colorado has come
out throwing this year.
"The Buffaloes play out of the
'I' and use a lot of formations,
A center incorporating
much like the Ohio State offense
modern dance, ballet,
does,"Mondt
said.
karate, belly dancing, t&l·chl, yoga,
fencing and other movement disc·
The Colorado squad of coach
pllnes to develop ones body, mfnd
Bill Mallory run alot of off-tackle
emotional flow and creativity.
plays and the quaterback,Jeff
Place: former adobe convent house,
Kanple, a 6-3, 202 pound junior,
main street downtown
Be1naiJIIo across from the
initiates a drop-back type passing
catholic church.
game.
Registration and open house
"Noel Mazzone, UNM's signal
September 26, 27, 28, 29, from
caller,
will have to come out passing
4:0()..6:00 p.m. classes begin
first week In October
Saturday to open up the offensive
game for the Lobos. After two
Instruction by experienced and
dedicated artists Md teachers.
games, Mazzone is 9-for-16, 183
yards,and four touchdowns.
"Noel Mazzone is a great kid we
tried to recruit," Mallory said, "so
TM
we know a lot about him. Mike
Williams is a powerful runner, one
of the best we'll see all year."
Mondt said, "We're going up
against another great team and we
had better be ready to play. It does
everything well an has some big,
strong players."
Williams, who was second in the
nation in rushing after the Hawaii
game, dropped to fifth after the
Tech game with 101 yards.
Williams' total stands at 285 after
two games, an average of 142.5
yards a game.
While teammate Mike Williams
dropped to fifth in the nation's
leading rushers, Mazzone went up
to third in UNM's top touchdown
tossers. Mazzone needs two more
TD passes to tie Chick Robert's
(1957 -59) record of 15. Only one
Lobo, Steve Myers, has thrown
more scoring passes, 28, than any
''-·~.-~
UNM Football
coach Bill other player for UNM.
Despite a stormy offensive effort
Mondt, senior right guard
for Colorado.
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UNMISTAKABLY
LEVI'S®.

-

Good-looking, hard wearing Levi's® Mavin' QnTM bib
overalls. Fashionably slim
and gently flared with adjustable straps for perfect
comfort and fit. Traditional
Levi's® detailing. Levi's®
genuine quality built into
every pair. In pre-washed
. denim or corduroy.

GENERAL STORE
111 Harvard SE • 266·7709
8117 Menaul NE • 296·5039

Opening
October 1
private lessons
group·Jessons
hockey
party and
group skating
public skating
For information call:
David Foster
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Lobo Harriers Trek to El Paso

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
UNM'~ cross-country
When
team goes against defending
national champs UTEP Saturday,
Lobo coach Bill Silverberg does not
expect to win, but he does expect
and will probably get, some good
times.
"If you're going to be a good
,team, you have to run !lgainst the
best,'' Silverberg said.
·He said, "There's no way we're
going to beat them, but we're not
going to lay down and get beat,"
Harrison Koroso, who finished
first in the qualifying meet, will not

make the tnp because or an illness.
But Peter Butler, who was going
to go to Canada for a few days, ran
into some financial problems and
will go to El Paso instead,
UTEP has lost their top star
Wilson Waigwa, but the champs
have several good runners waiting
in the wings.
"I predict they will win the
NCAA again this year," Silverberg
said.
"In cross-country you have to be
realistic. Psychologically you're
trying to get (the runners) to run
their best, even if you don't win "
Silverberg said.
' •

Spikers- Lose;
Play at Home

UNM President Bud Davis
with Air Force coach Ben
Martin after Davis' last
game as Buffalo head
coach.
against Tech, one Lobo seemed to
be everywhere the Tech ball carriers
were. Charles Baker, a 6-2, 205
sophomore right defensive end, was
in on IS tackles, 14 of them being
unassisted. .
Lobo safety Max Hudspeth, who
tied for theWAC lead last year with
seven interceptions, picked off his
ninth pass of his career Saturday
night and is now sixth behind the
school record of 15 held by Jay
Morrison and Randy" Rich, now
with the NFL Detroit Lion, where
Max's father is head coach.
The injury situation for the
Lobos does not appear to be critical
after two games. Still not seeing
action for UNM is sophomore
tailback Greg West.
For Colorado, starting tailback
Mike Kozlowski punctured a lung
in the game with Kent State.
A crowd of 48,000 is expected to
be on hand Saturday afternoon in
Boulder for the games.

Busy Without Snovv
By DOROTHY FEINBERG
within the UNM ski team this year.
LOBO Sports Writer
Practice and tr<1ining · have been
There are a lot of things 1mine: on going well and some of the skiers
- worked out this summer getting
ready for this year. Conditions of
the skiers this year are above and
better than they were at this time
last year.
Stephanie Lemay one of UNM's
outstanding women alpine skiers
from last year has an injury. to her
left knee and is being examined by
school physicians this week.
According to coach George
Brooks, Lemay was one of the ski
teams top skiers last year. She

f,
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placed ninth and sixth in last year's
nationals competition.
Any skier, competitive or not,
must start training and getting in
shape before skiing season starts.
An ordinary skier can "prep" for
skiing all year long, so he'll be that
much better next season. Sports like
tennis, jogging, hiking, soccer and
even jumping rope transfer well to
the muscular coordination and
strength needed in the knees and
ankles as you schuss down the
mountain.

By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
They can be seen every morning
at Johnson Gym serving, digging,
and spiking all this work should
hopefully pay off next weekend as
the UNM Women's volleyball team
begins conference play as they
travel to Brigham Young,
For this weekend though, the
women spikers will play the Jokers,
a team made up of former UNM
and New Mexico State volleyball
women Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in
Carlisle Gym.
The women, who lost Tuesday
night in Portales against Eastern
New Mexico in three straight
games, will play their last preseason game before conference play

begins.
The fern spikets defeated the
Greyhound girls two weeks ago at
West Mesa gym in five games.
Tuesday night's scores were 1512, 16-14 and 15:2. The volleyball
team of UNM coach Barbara Butler
played without the services of
Ingrid Hayden, who was involved
in a bike accident, and Cindy
Meyer.
The women take to the road to
play in the BYU Tournament, then
to Utah State and Weber State Oct.
7 and 8. The women then play
Arizona and Arizona State in Las
Cruces Oct. 14 and 15.
The women return to their home
court Oct. 21 and play a six-game
home stand.

Ex-Lobo Cole
Out With Break·
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Far North
San Mateo at Academy

A·round the WAC
Arizona at Iowa
Oregon State at Arizona State
Brigham Young at Utah State
Northern Colorado at Colorado State
New Mexico at Colorado
Texas-EI Paso at Oklahoma State
Houston at Utah
Wyoming at Michigan State

Have·
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You've Got A Lot To Offer
Peace Corps * Vista

On Campus
•

. Oct. 5-7

Interviewing
Placement Offices:
Mesa Vista Hall &
Law School Bldg. (Oct. 5 only)

255-2715
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Robm Cole will be s1dehned for about four weeks with an arm fracture a
team spokesman said.
'
C:ole sustained ~he injury in the Steelers' season opener Monday night
agamst San Fra~c1sco. It was originally believed to be only a bruise, but X.
rays revealed a nght forearm fracture.
A tea~ spokes.man said Tuesday that Cole would undergo surgery to
have a pm placed m the arm.
Cole, a 6-2, 220 pounder, had been sharing the Steelers' right linebacker
spot with veteran Loren Toews.

''
''
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~... F~rmer UN!"! foo.t~I standout and Pittsburgh Steeler first draft pick
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Cross-Country
Silverberg
"We're going to come out
winners in the long run. Eventually
we will win the team score,"
Silverberg said.
The Lobos have only two crosscountry runners from last season,
Peter Butler, a sophomore, and
David Segura, a sophomore.
Sammy Kipkurgat, . Stanley
Waque, Mark Romero, Jeremiah
Ongwae and frosh Elmer Martinez
will join them on the team.
Kipkurgat promised, "Our times
will be better against UTEP' '.
Silverberg said, "If we're going
to place in the top four in district,
then we're going to have to run
against these guys (UTEP)
anyway."
The top four district teams go to
nationals.
Butler finished behind Koroso's
time of 29:12 with a time of 30:48 in
last week's qualifying run which
determined the top seven who will
be competing at UTEP this
weekend.
"UTEP is very strong. . . I'm
hoping we can run some very good
times against them," Silverberg

The 1977 Governor's, Cup Mini·
Last year's top runner 11nd a twoMarathon will feature the 1977 time Olympian have both departed
edition of the UNM women's cross from the team as has veteran
country team Sunday, 9 a.m., at Kit Lucille Jones.
Carson Park.
Smilin' Susie Vigil and Cindy
The women are trying to rebuild "Flash" Ashby provide the needed
although only in their second year experience.
of existence.
The winner of Sunday's run will
Freshman Janet Wroblewski was get a $400 scholarship.
a "real nice surprise" last Saturday
"Last year it was kind of tough
in UNM's dual victory over getting started. This year at least
Northern Colorado, assistant cross- we're not running around with our
country coach Tony Sandoval said.
heads cut off," Sandoval said.
Virginia
Middleton,
who
Vigil said she felt this year's team
provided little more than back-up is closer and Sandoval agreed.
help on last year's ninth ranked
team nationally, showed Saturday
that she is ready to do a little of the
leading.
Sandoval said, "Virginia has
really come around''
The top two teams in the region
LOW AS'
will qualify for nationals and
Sandoval said he thought UNM was
$399
in the top three,
Hl02ndNW
Last year UNM, Colorado and
150
.G.
Colorado State, all from the same
JOE
HEASTON
MOTOR
CO·
region, were allowed to qualify, but
Models
available
with
oil
cnjcctor
"one of us is not going to go this
Oldest Moped dealer in N.M:
time. It'll be interesting," Sandoval
Call Don at 24 7-2404 for
said.
correct information on Moped~
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PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION I.D, photos, Lowe~t
prices iu town. Fast, pleasing, Call 265-2444 or
comet<!l717()jrnrdNE, 9/30
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right to Chaos~,
294·0171. 1213
Arlen Asher Jazz Quartet every Friday, 5:30 to 7:30
p.m.-at NED'S! 9/23
DATING EXCHANGJ3, Three dlfferenl dates,
$10.00. For information and confidential application, send $1.00 (rcfutJdable) to Dating Exchange,
Box 173, 6200 Indian School Rd, NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110. 9/23
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean
Center, Spring 1978. Information, 229 Ortega Hull.
277-2636 9/23
WANTED:Pall tutor, 242-5301. 9/23
MARY: I guess you don't remember how we first met
at Carrara's? How we walked down that alleyway
logelher searching for the red tomato-or maybe
there is anoth~r reason you haven't sl!owed up.
NICK 9123
CHINA·FAIR HEIGHTS Community Cemer, 823
Buena Vista SE. Movie, food, erafl sale. Oct. lsi,
10-5, 9/29
Hone you had ·a HAPPY BIRTI-lDA Y yesterday
Joey. You're a terrilic Big Bro.ther, Your lillie Sis,
.Diane. 9/23
HONEYBEE, Love has no pride. Doc. 9123
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LUCILLE. You're finally 201
Love, Lib, 9/23
FINAL SUMMER CLEARANCE. 50% offsumrner
clothes, tal' chi slippers, S2.50, Wild Rose, 2910
Central SE, 255-1122. 9129

2.

LOST AND·FOUND

FIND YOURSELF In the Peace Corps, Orlcga 233.
277-5907. fs
FOUND Johnson Gym; man's Roswell High School
class ring. Identify & claim Marron Hall, Rm.
105. 9129
REWARD. Brown & white spaniel puppy lost around
1500 block Silver SE. Call268-4876. 9/28

,·

3.

EXTRA FINE 3 bdrm. Fenced seclusion, air; kir.J~.
pels, $200,00. 262-17$1, Valley Rentals, Small
, .fee. 9/28
CAMPUS CHARM. 2 bdrrn., central air, patio,
$15i.OO. Kids allowed. 7.62-1751·, Valley Rentals.
Smull fee, 9/28
BRICK BARBECUE. Warm fireplace, renced house.
Ju~l $115.00, no lease. 262-17.51, Valley Rental!.
Small fcc. 9128

5.

FOR SALE

HONDA CR ELSINORE 125M-MX, $350,00, Call
Sieve, 277.5285, 9/26
·
20 USED PORTABLE TYs, $30 10 $60, 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10115
1975 AUSTIN MARINA, GT, AM/FM radio, AIC,
4 new tires, 18,000 mi. Exce!lem condition,
$2800.00.277-2631,881-0743 after 5, 9123
REEL TAPES; 7'', used, mmc brands, 1800 ft. $3,50
each, 34/$100.00. 247-9229. 707 High St.
S.E. 9/26
1977 Customized DODGE VAN, $13,000 or best
offer, Trophies won in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana,
1977 Amana Microwave Finger·touch. $400.00,
P~oneartcr 5:00,898-4219. 9127
SINGER FUTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top or
line, still guaranteed. Auto. bobbin winder, computerized buttonholer, IOO's of fancy stitches. Reg •
$800.00; now $150,00 cash. 821-4256, 1014
ANTIQUE CLOTHING COLLECTION 19001940's; lace, velvets, coats, never worn 40's dresses,
suits, 20's shoes. Cash only. Sat.-Sun. 11 a.m.-7
p, m., 419 Dallas N, E. 9123
1974 KAWASAKI 125-Enduro. Low mileage, good
condition. Asking $425,00. Call 242-8736 or 2429738. 9/27
SHARP 1975 COUGAR XR-7, sil.ver w/maroon
Interior; 351-VB, PS, PB, automatic on noor;
30,000 mi. $3750.00, best offer .. 266-6775 after
5:30. 9/27
Registered AFGHAN HOUNDS. Cream, silver, or
brindle. Call Pat, 843-7332 after 7 p.m. 9/28
CHEVY 1953 truck. 84,000 original miles, mechanically sound, tires and body-goQd condition.
• $500.00. 1-864-6108. 9/23
UNBELIEVABLE! ONLY $650.00 114 acre lot in
Rancho de Taos Estates. Call Chris at842-9416 or
262-1407. 9/29

1972 MUSTANGS MACH I custom and stock, Both
cars. excellent condition. 898·4284, 9/23

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 23l. 277·
5907. fs
PARTTIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay,
Possible fuiHime during breaks. Call: Pili! FranCl.yk, C.L.U .. 292-2830. 9130
PART TIME: men & women sales clerks- stocking.
Mu,1t be over 21 year.l old, Apply in person, no
phone calls. SAVE-WAY liquor stores, 5516
Menaul Blvd., NE & 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6
CUTCO needs three college representatives. Part
time, $400,00 monthly. Scholarships available. Call
881-4585, I p.m.-3 p.rn. only, 9/26
HELP WANTED, seamstress, part time. Apply in
person, Gencru!Store, Ill Harvard SE.' 9123
STUDIO needs fencing instructor. Call 8673222. 9/27
WANTED: mature female to babysit 4 children,
t0:30 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. 5 days a week, 8831318. 9/27
.
STEADY PART TIME work in copy shop for male
grad. student, Work late aflernoons, eves, Sat, &
Sun. See John at Dataco, 1712 Lomas NE, ·No
calls. 9/23
MINORITY PROGRAM in Nursing needs tutors for
Chem. Ill & C)lem, 212; Bio. 237 & Bio. 239;,Math
102; & Nurs. 239-Pathophysio!ogy, Call 277-2507
between 1-4 p.m. 9/28
TYPIST, 60-70 w.pm, to work as typeseucr for Daily
Lobo, Hours 6-10 p.m. Pay $2.50/hr. to start.
Apply Marron Hall, Rrn. 131,8-4:30, lfn
TUTOR: Preferably Chem. Engr. student, well
versed in. basic physics, calculus, & chemistry. 3
hrs.lwk •• $5.00/hr. Call 277-4093, 8 a.m.-10
p.m. 9/23

7;

TRAVEL

CAR POOL TO SCHOOL! J.T,C. 12-6, 2659860. 10/3
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think now, fly later!
Re.lervations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 126. 265-9860. 10/3
DENVER-FRANKFURT Christmas Charter,
$445,00 round trip. Reservations Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 12-6. 265-9860. 10/J

8. MISCELLANEOUS

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic, Charts & tables. 345-2125. 10/15
l.SAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM 842-5200. tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564. fs
'TYPING, 1st quality. 883-7787. 10/11
YUCCA COOLER SERVICE. Let us winterize your
cooler and furnace. Licensed, Call345-0678, 9/27
SERVI3 in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277·
5907. fs
NEED HELP WITH PAPERS? Revision, editing,
typing. 281-3001. 9/26
RESERVED PAR KINO SPACES for rent at Princeton and Central, S.E. SIO per month. Call Vernon
Patlerson-255-6218. 9/29
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567, 9/27
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photography
Gallery is Y, block from Johnson Oym on Cornell.
Special order service, 9/23

4.

ALMOST FURNISHED, Clean 2 bdrm., shaded
patio; kid;, pet; welcome. $98.00. 262·1751, Valley
Retlials. Small fee. 9/28
·

ALL
LEVI'S

UNDERGRADUATB
ELEMENTARY
&
SECONDARY EDUCATION 'bilingual tra(nee·
ships available for current 1977·78 academic year.
Eligible stu~ents must be enro)led In tcachereducl\·
tlon program for bilingual teaching certification:
fi!1ancial need & academic record considered.
Apply by letter to Department of Elementary or
Secondary Education by Sept, 26, 1977, inelul)e
lencrs of reconmwndation. 9/23

STAINED GLASS mini-class. Sept. 24, copper foil
technique. Oct, I, lend technique, 10-1,$13,50 per
clnss. Stained Glass Co, of New Mexico, 53 I9
McrJunl NE, 883·1110. 9/30
MOI.INA BULLDOG . K!3NNE;L specializing::;:'ln
· American Pit Bull Terrier, 14 week old pups and 70
lb, .1tud RAMA available. Belen, I-864-

6W8. 9)23

TGDAY'S CIDSSIDBD PVZZLB
ACROSS

highway
44 Go wild over
45 Writing
instruments
46 Spin on an
axis
49 Dickens
character
. 53 With
reference
to
5 4 T'!me period
55 Repose
56 Public
square
57 ____ Boleyn
58 .A'ctor ---Asther
' 59 John-----:

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday Puzzle Solved:
1 On th.e crest
of
5 Fjord of
C A B 5. C A 5 K 5 GA L T
Norway
0 LI 0
AN E W A B 0 0 K
9 PictUre
L 0 GA N B E R R Y A I R E
transfer
P A 5 T E L - E N TED
1 4 Roman
T EE L NI LE
emperor
1 5 Division of a
5 H R E D D E 0.5 E R
P EAR L A RCH ET CH
tribe
16 Storehouse
EA T E5 C0 RT5 0 T 0
17 Bunker
AVER THOU ASIAN
RE DUC E P E N T A C L E
18 Insipid
· 19 Seed-eating
MA p 5
L0 0 T
bird
5 c RA p p E R T U I L L E
20 lsofate .
A L AN
I D 0 L AT R 0 u 5
22 Sig~aling
E L AN
N E MO 5
TIIJ IN 11
dev1ces
u.s.
E D DA .G RA TA 5 L U E
23 Companion less ·president
.
2 4 Put one's
60 Do a garden
33 One cubic
11 Anxiety
nam~ to
chorse
meter
12 As neat as 25 Contnve
61 Waste
36 Actor ----28 Interrupted:
allowance
2 words
13 Optical
. McQueen
32 -----is as
product
37
Turkish
DOWN
good as a
21 Accountant's
emblem
mile
One who is.
concern
39 Break
33 Nasal
opposed
22 Liquid for
40 1 0 mills
system
2 Threepancakes:
42 Ecstatic
cavity
masted
Var.
state
34 Exist
schooner
24 Detecting
43 Had awe of
35 Violent
3 Danish
system
45 Dried plum
speech
25 Runs
46 Engrossed
money
36 Beat In a
47 Alone in
4 People's
26 ----way
party
ombrant:
class
37 Stomach
member
Ceramic
48 Color
38 Muscular
5 Paraffin
technique
49 Geometric
spasm
hydrocar27 Da ••• .:.;
solid
39 Young ox
Italian artist 50 Coiffeur's
bon
40 Island
6 Designate
28 Puts on the
concern
blitzed in
7 Unsatisfactory
payroll
51 Capri, e.g.
1941
8 Undivided
29 Defied
52 Means of
41 Slips and
9 Preliminary
30 Characterized
trial
slides
sketches
by anger
54 Command to
43 ------ road:
10 Everlasting:
31 More up-toa horse
Secondary
Poet.
.date
·

Now

S1150
•

HOUSING

ROOMMATE WANTED to shate above average apt.
in N.E. area. $85.00 monthly plus Y, utililles. 2922495. 9123
FOR SALE: 12' x 65' mobile home; good condition,
includes tic downs, professional skirting, storage
shed. 83 I-4:!50 riflerS and weekends. 9/23
SUPER ROOM/BOARD near UNM in exchange for
household hdp, 243-3489. 9/26
ADOBE across from Old Albuquerque Country
Club. Two Bedroom, $38,000.247-8647. 9/26
905 Silver SW-Two bedroom duplex. Old, spacious,
restored brick house. Utilities paid, $225,00. 2478647. 9/26
LOOKING for non-smoking male student to share
furnished home w/same. Touches North campus.
$1 IS.OO. Quiet. 262.{1222. 9/28

lobo
Inens
'

shop

New MexicO Daily Lobo·
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
. 3. Services;
4. Housing;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscell~neotts.
5. For Sale;

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per· word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms. Cash in advance

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru J1rida y
'.
Enclosed $ _______ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone

c
(

4

~
A

'

'

(

~:\;

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
· UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

'•!

